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However, how is the means to obtain this e-book Glint By Ann Coburn Still confused? No matter. You could
enjoy reading this book Glint By Ann Coburn by on the internet or soft data. Merely download the book
Glint By Ann Coburn in the web link given to visit. You will certainly obtain this Glint By Ann Coburn by
online. After downloading, you could save the soft file in your computer system or device. So, it will reduce
you to read this publication Glint By Ann Coburn in particular time or place. It could be not yes to take
pleasure in reading this book Glint By Ann Coburn, since you have bunches of work. Yet, with this soft file,
you can enjoy checking out in the spare time even in the gaps of your works in workplace.

From School Library Journal
Grade 6–8—This book tells the story of Ellie and the trauma her family faces when her brother, Danny,
disappears on his 11th birthday, and that of Argent, who is desperate to save a stolen dragon hatchling. At
first the separate sections are a little distracting as readers try to relate the two disparate tales, but the
adventure becomes more engaging and intriguing as the book goes on. Coburn leaves the question hanging
as to whether Ellie and Argent are analogues in parallel universes or simply the product of the imprisoned
Danny's drug-induced hallucinations. The realistic views of Ellie and her family are definitely the strongest
element of the story. While Glint is good, Philip Pullman's "His Dark Materials" trilogy (Knopf) and Beth
Goobie's Flux (2004) and Fixed (2005, both Orca) make the transition between worlds a little more seamless
and cohesive. Buy this one only where fantasy novels are in heavy demand.—Saleena L. Davidson, South
Brunswick Public Library, Monmouth Junction, NJ
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
When Ellie's happy-go-lucky brother doesn't come home the evening of his eleventh birthday, friends,
family, and police begin a search that becomes increasingly desperate. Frustrated by the amount of time the
police spend questioning her father, whom Ellie believes to be above reproach, the 15-year-old sets out on
her own to find Danny, following clues in a story they both loved when they were younger. Danny, who is
being held captive, comforts himself with the same fantasy tale. Coburn neatly braids together Ellie's
emotional journey of discovery, Danny's frightening captivity, and the adventures in their favorite story,
which focuses on a character who protects a baby dragon. A few coincidences aside, this is a multilayered,
satisfying tale, suspenseful and fluidly written, and populated with resonant characters. Francisca Goldsmith
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

About the Author

Ann Coburn is the award-winning author of many previous children's titles, including the Borderlands
Sequence series. Glint is her first book with HarperCollins. Ms. Coburn lives in the northeast of England.
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Glint By Ann Coburn. Let's read! We will certainly frequently learn this sentence all over. When still being
a childrens, mommy utilized to order us to consistently review, so did the teacher. Some e-books Glint By
Ann Coburn are completely read in a week and we require the responsibility to support reading Glint By Ann
Coburn What around now? Do you still love reading? Is reading only for you which have commitment?
Never! We here provide you a brand-new e-book qualified Glint By Ann Coburn to review.

This Glint By Ann Coburn is very correct for you as novice visitor. The viewers will certainly consistently
start their reading habit with the preferred style. They may not consider the author as well as publisher that
create guide. This is why, this book Glint By Ann Coburn is actually ideal to read. However, the concept that
is given up this book Glint By Ann Coburn will certainly show you lots of points. You could start to love
additionally reading up until completion of the book Glint By Ann Coburn.

Additionally, we will certainly discuss you the book Glint By Ann Coburn in soft documents types. It will
certainly not disrupt you to make heavy of you bag. You require just computer tool or device. The link that
our company offer in this website is available to click then download this Glint By Ann Coburn You know,
having soft documents of a book Glint By Ann Coburn to be in your device can make alleviate the readers.
So through this, be an excellent user now!
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Ellie and her little brother Danny spend their lonely days making up stories about a young girl in a world of
dragons and shape-shifters, a girl as brave and cunning as they would like to be.

Five years later Danny disappears. The police have no clues. They fear he is dead, but Ellie knows better.
She also knows that she is the only one who can find him.

At the same time, in the world Danny and Ellie imagined, a young girl named Argent sets off on a quest of
her own to reclaim a stolen dragon hatchling.

As each girl makes her way closer to her goal, the boundaries between the worlds of fantasy and reality
begin to blur until it's unclear where one world ends and the other begins. Gripping, compelling, and utterly
absorbing, Glint is the story of two worlds—and two heroines—that readers will never forget.
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Most helpful customer reviews

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
This is not your average dramatic children's novel
By Teen Reads
Fifteen-year-old Ellie Brody and her younger brother Danny have always been close, a bond strengthened
during that extraordinary summer five years ago when they created a fantasy world featuring dragons while
spending many lonely days exploring the wild coastline near the village that their family had recently moved
to. Danny marked that summer as theirs forever when he proposed that they have matching spiral tattoos
(which he created himself) on their ankles. Although that summer is now a distant memory as they've each
grown into their own persons, Ellie and Danny are still there for each other.

But on his 11th birthday, Danny goes missing. At first, the family thinks that Danny simply lost track of time
while fishing at one of his favorite spots. However, as the hours go by and his friends who had arrived to
help celebrate his birthday return home, it becomes apparent that something serious has happened. The
police are called in and an investigation begins. A family liaison officer named Lisa is brought in to provide
support, particularly for Ellie's mother, who refuses to leave her son's room until he returns safe and sound.
As all possible leads and suspects are narrowed down, the police begin asking unpleasant questions and
suspect foul play involving Ellie's own father.

Ellie still has hope and realizes that she must continue searching for Danny herself before her family is
shattered forever. As she begins her own underground investigation questioning Danny's many diverse social
circles, a young girl named Argent sets off on a quest to find a stolen baby dragon and return it to its grieving
mother while stopping her ignorant village from taking matters into their own hands. Along the way she
makes new friends --- including a young man named Lukos, who has some unusual characteristics --- while
battling deceiving foes. As Ellie and Argent fight for what they believe in, their worlds start to merge into
one terrifying race against time.

There are many elements in Ann Coburn's latest book that make for a surprising read. With subplots
highlighting important topics such as illegal immigration and prejudice, this is not your average dramatic
children's novel. While GLINT is a psychological thriller entwined with fantasy, the most compelling story
is of one girl's determination to find her brother regardless of the obstacles that get in her way.

--- Reviewed by Sarah Sawtelle

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Two worlds. Two girls. Two desperate quests (from cover)
By Cathleen Ash
Ellie and her little brother Danny are close - close enough to get into trouble a lot as kids. They create a
fantasy world where Argent - a girl who is the exact opposite of Ellie (outgoing, brave, adventurous) Once
they even tattooed a spiral mark on their ankles! But now Ellie's older, has a boyfriend, and on Danny's 11th
birthday, Danny disappears.

Suddenly, Ellie's family is torn apart, the police are living in their house, and Danny is still nowhere to be



found. Instead, he's hiding in Argent's world - where Argent is embarking on a dangerous quest - and Ellie
must embark on one in her world, too - or Danny could be lost forever.

Coburn combines two very different world extremely well in this tale of adventure and the love a family has
for its son.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Book for Christmas gift
By 6kidsmom
We purchased this book for our daughter for Christmas. She had read this book before, from our local library
and wanted it to be part of her permanent collection. We thought the price was fair and the book was
delivered, as promised, on time and in good condition.

See all 4 customer reviews...
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